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Molecular responses of coffee plants to drought stress 
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Drought is a key factor affecting coffee plant development and production. In the context of 
global warming, the generation of drought-tolerant coffee varieties has now turned into one of the 
priorities of many coffee research institutes. At the genetic level, it is well known that variability exists 
within the Coffea genus regarding the tolerance to drought-tolerant. During the last decade, several 
drought-tolerant clones of C. canephora Conilon have been characterized as vigorous plants with high 
productivity throughout years under drought stress. Physiological analyses suggested that drought 
tolerance could be a direct consequence of better root development or of enhanced activity of 
antioxidant enzymes. The recent advances in coffee genomics mainly expressed sequence tag (EST) 
sequencing projects now open the way to study the molecular and genetic determinism of drought 
tolerance and to the identification of molecular markers that could be used to speed up coffee breeding 
programs. With the aim to investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying drought tolerance in coffee 
plants of C. canephora and C. arabica, qPCR experiments identified more than 80 candidate genes (CGs) 
presenting differential gene expression between drought-tolerant and drought-susceptible 
clones/cultivars cultivated under different (with or without) irrigation conditions. Based on the results 
obtained in C. canephora, we concluded that factors involved a complex network of responses probably 
involving the abscisic (ABA) signaling pathway and nitric oxide (NO) are major molecular determinants 
that might explain the better efficiency in controlling stomata closure and transpiration displayed in 
drought-tolerant clones. In the drought-tolerant I59 cultivar C. arabica, many CGs involved in the signal 
transduction pathway of drought stress but also in the synthesis of several biochemical compounds 
(derivative-sugars etc...), were highly over-expressed under drought compared to drought-susceptible 
Rubi cultivar. We also identified several CGs that do not exhibit any similarity with those already 
deposited in global databases and commonly called "no hits". Recent concepts, called these "no hits" as 
"orphan genes" and postulate that the emergence of these are the result of adaptive responses specific 
to each species as a function of stresses and adverse conditions faced by these plants during the 
evolutionary process. This work presents data of expression profiles obtained for several CGs and some 
orphan genes (called CcUnk [Unknown]) and discussed their putative role in coffee responses to abiotic 
stress. 
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